Product Catalog

advanced quality - advanced service - advanced solutions

Touchless - Self Serve - Tunnel

Scheduled Deliveries
Friendly Employees
Reliable Service
Order Anytime

Polishes - Conditioners - Sealants

Presoaks - Tire Cleaners - Detergents
Self-Serve Presoak - Orange/Citrus

Self-Serve Presoak - Red/Citrus

Foaming Conditioner/Detergent - Blue/Yellow/Red

AS-4 is a concentrated, citrus-scented low pressure presoak used to loosen dirt and road film prior to
a foam brush or high pressure soap application. When used as recommended AS-4 will also work as
a “frictionless” cleaner. For use in self-serve type carwashes.

AS-5 is an ultra-concentrated, citrus-scented low pressure presoak used to loosen dirt and road film
prior to a foam brush or high pressure soap application. When used as recommended AS-5 will also
work as a “frictionless” cleaner. For use in self-serve type carwashes.

AS-71(Blue) AS-72(Yellow) AS-73 (Red) are low pH ultra-concentrated, foaming detergents providing
excellent customer appeal as part of a multri-colored tri-foam or foam brush application. Low pH
enhances drying process. Use independently or together for use in touchless, friction tunnels,
Brilliant color
rollovers or self-serve

Orange foam with pleasant citrus scent
Safely loosens and removes stubborn grime on vehicles

Red foam with pleasant citrus scent
Safely loosens and removes stubborn grime on vehicles

AS-4

Bubble gum scent
Excellent foam

AS-5
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AS-71 AS-72 AS-73

High Pressure Soap - Forest Fresh

Self-Serve High Pressure Soap

Sealant/Drying Agent - Pina Colada

Foaming Polish - Blue/Yellow/Red

AS-9 is a concentrated, forest fresh scented high pressure detergent combining excellent foam with
powerful cleaning. For use in self-serve type carwashes.

AS-10 is a ultra-concentrated, apple scented high pressure detergent combining excellent foam with
powerful cleaning. For use in self-serve type carwashes.

AS-85 is a ultra-concentrated, pina colada scented sealant that provides a quick water break on the
surface of the vehicle. Enhances drying process. For use in touchless, friction tunnels, rollovers and
self-serve.

AS-81(Blue), AS-82(Yellow), AS-83(Red) are ultra-concentrated foaming polishes that provide excellent
customer appeal as part of a multi-colored foaming polish application. Used independently or
together, these cherry scented polishes will leave a glossy shine on the vehicle. Enhances the drying
Brilliant color with cherry scent
process.

High foaming for excellent customer appeal
Unique green apple scent

High foaming for excellent customer appeal
Unique forest fresh scent

Quick water beading
Pleasant pina colada scent

AS-10

AS-9

AS-85

Deep shine and good beading qualities
Enhances the drying process

AS-81, AS-82, AS-83

Self-Serve Tire Cleaner - Green/Pine

Advanced Alkaline Presoak

Foaming Polish - Blue/Yellow/Red

AS-15 is a ultra-concentrated, pine scented foaming tire and wheel cleaner combining excellent
customer appeal with powerful cleaning. Tires and wheels leave the wash looking clean and sharp.
For use in self-serve type carwashes.

AS-40 is a powerful presoak for use in frictionless carwashes and in the presoak application of a
hybrid wash. AS-40 is designed to loosen the most difficult road films and dirt build-up on any painted
surface.
Loosens even the toughest grim

AS-251(Blue) AS-252(Yellow) AS-253(Red) are concentrated foaming polishes that provide excellent
customer appeal as part of a multi-colored foaming polish application. Used independently or
together for a bubble gum scented glossy shine on vehicles.

AS-90 is an ultra- concentrated, pina-colada scented clearcoat sealant that also provides for a quick
water break on the surface of the vehicle. Blended with a combination of polymers for increased
shine and protection. For use in touchless, friction tunnels, rollovers and self-serve.

AS-40

AS-251 AS-252 AS-253

AS-90

Rich, fluorescent green foam
Pleasant pine scent
Powerful cleaner

Safe to use on any vehicle surface
Powerful cleaner

AS-15

Advanced Alkaline Plus Presoak

First Step Low ph Presoak

AS-41 is a powerful highly concentrated presoak for use in frictionless carwashes and in the presoak
application of a hybrid wash. AS-41 is designed to loosen the most difficult road films and dirt build-up
on any painted surface at low concentrations.

AS-45 is a unique, low pH presoak for use as the first-step in a two-step frictionless cleaning process.
This process provides excellent cleaning results in even the most demanding of cleaning scenarios.

AS-41

AS-45

Loosens even the toughest grim
Safe to use on any vehicle surface
Low consumption

Safe to use on all surfaces
Helps with challenging cleaning issues
Safer than most low pH presoaks

Brilliant color with bubble gum scent
Deep shine and good beading qualities
Enhances the drying process

Clearcoat Sealant - Pina Colada/Grape

Quick water beading
Available in pina-colada or grape scent
Polymer additives enhance shine and protection

Detail Products

Self-Serve Tire Cleaner - Yellow

Advanced Presoak Boost

Optimum Tire Shine Plus

AS-400 is used to boost the alkalinity of Advanced Solutions alkaline presoaks in tough cleaning
applications.

ADP - Advanced Detail Product

AS-120Y is a concentrated, non-acidic fluorescent yellow tire and wheel cleaner for use in self-serve
applications. Tires and wheels leave the wash looking clean and sharp.

AS-600 is a water-based, VOC free tire dressing with high gloss and excellent durability. It can also
be used to dress all interior and exterior trims. Protects surface from ozone, UV, and oxidation.

AS-160 is Advanced Solutions multi-purpose detail product for use in a wide range of cleaning
applications for both the interior and exterior of vehicles.

Cleans wheels as well as tires
Vibrant fluorescent color
Powerful yet safe cleaner

Boost Alkalinity
Tough Cleaning
AS-400

AS-120Y

VOC free
Excellent durability with UV protection
High Gloss

Excellent lubricity
Leaves a great shine

AS-500

AS-600

AS-160

Advanced Solutions Fragrance

Optimum Foaming Detergent (Low pH)
AS-500 is an ultra-concentrated car wash detergent that produces high foam and excellent lubricity
at extremely low concentrations. It’s proprietary blend of surfactants traps and removes dirt to leave
a clean surface.
Long-lasting foam

Safe to use on any surface
Cuts through most soils including break dust and oil films

Tunnel

Self-Serve

Touchless

Advanced Solutions fragrances are a mild blend of natural and synthetic fragrances dissolved in
water. It is non-staining with a great scent that lasts for days.
SCENTS: Vanilla, Pina Colada, Leather, Wild Cherry, Jasmine, Watermelon, Spearmint, Strawberry, Lemon Lime, Baby
Powder, New Car
Provides a great scent
Lasts for several days
Non-staining

